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SECTION FOUR (PART II) 
Now that we have shown in the p m d h g  t>ooklet how 
surplus-value hums transformed into profit and the 
latter splits up into interest and profit of enterprise, it 
wiU be easier to  understand in which way a portion of 
the surplus-value becomes a special form of income @ 
the landowner, namely, ground-rent. 
When the landowner kase- his land for a&dtural 
pnrposes or for a factory or hotm+building he receives 
RENT. The amount of this rent may consist of various 
parts. If, for instance, any impmvemenis have h e m  
effected on the land and suil, such as drainage or -a- 
tim, in other words, if capital has been incorporated in 
the land and mil, which is piaced at the dispasal of the 
hsee or farmer, the interest on the capital so inm- 
poratd (which belongs not to the bee but the land- 
o m )  forms a component part of the rat.  This part 
of the rent is not, therefore, rent in the true sense of the 
word. What &odd be understood under rent is that 
income which the land- receives for a l l o m  
mother pason the right to use his land. The h d -  
o w  receives also rent what he l a se  perfectIy virgin 
soil Rent is not, moreover, received merely when land 
is leased or let. When the landowner organism prod- 
tion on his own land he receives besides the average 
profit also the graund-rent. 
In a capitalist society, landed praperty produces 
mt. What 80- d w  this rent originate h m ?  
I t  is dear it m a t  p w  out of the mil by it&. Like 
all valueg it must be created by laboar. The whole 
many small peasant fmm still exist at present in every 
capitalkt country, but it is not these which shape the 
dedopment of agricd-. 
There are two forms of capitalist ground-rent- 
difTerential rent and absolute gnrund-rent. We wilZ 
&st of all consider differential rent. 
I. DIPFEFtENTZAL RENT 
This rent arks  in consequence of the difference (and 
this is also why it is called differential rent) between 
the productivity of labour on lands of unequal fertility. 
Let us asmtme the d e n c e  of three Ends of soil (I, I1 
and 111) of equal area (say one a m  each), but of 
unequal fertility : let I be the most unfruitful soil, II 
the more fruitful, and III the most fruitful soil. Let us 
m m n e  W e r  that the same amount of capital, say 
Lg, is invested in each soil. Let the m b e r  of labowers 
employed and the necessary time for the cultivation of 
each soil be the same. In cansequence of the diikence 
in fertility, everyone of these soils will give a Werent 
yield. Soil I will yield, say, 4 cwts. of rye, soil I1 5 cwts., 
soil III 6 cwts. of rye. This means that the produc- 
tivity of labour is lowest on soil I and highest on soil 111. 
The capitalists who have invested their capital in 
agridtnre mast ~.Bceive the same average rate of profit1 
as all other capitalists, and wi l l  therefa sell their 
commodities (in this case rye) at the cost of production, 
i.e. at the cast price plns the average profit. If the 
average rate of profit is, say, 20 per cent., it follows that 
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I I 1- ,: 4 . h  ' POLlTXCAL ECONOMY 5. D m ~ ~ f a ~ n n e r  I m&ve 20s. pr&t on his &, while 
f a m  'IT d m  ,@ ~ o s .  and farmer 111 receives ,d4 
.. mt O s W d y  7 not. The landowner of the best piece of 
7 .; bdhows from the beginning that his soiI wil l  prcduce 
ehe greatest yield and therefore demands a higher rent. 
turn Evwy agricultural capitalist strives to farm the best d, the demand rises and with it the rent a h  rises. 
, ,, The extra surplus-value in agriculture becomes trans- 
I formed in this mmer into " ground-rent," in fhe 
r! income of the landowner. 
Let us present our example in the following table : 
I 
Rdw = 
------ 
xw 4 120 30 3O 190 
120 24 30 
. roo 8 Izo 20 30 
Every capitalist farmer receives the swage profit 
in this way. Consequently, rent, unlilre interest, is not 
a deduction from profit. It is a c o n k e d  form of the 
e x b  surplus-value which springs from the varying 
productivity of labour on soils of mequai W t y .  If 
the capitalist, who inv&s his capital in agriculture is 
himself the fandowner, he appqhteg the rent also, 
If, in the example given above, the demand for grain 
declines from 15 cwts. to XI MS., then the price of 
gminwiUnaturallyfalIalso; theemployerondfwilf 
be unable to reaXze the average profit and this soil will 
go oat of cultivation, the market @ce for grain wi l l  then 
be determined by soiI 11, but this soil. will no longer 
prwide a Werentid rent. The same thing wil l  happen 
if a new soil of the quality of sail II or soil I11 is 
pat under dtivation. If the demand for grain does not 
rise, the yield of soil I becomes s u ~ o ~  and that of 
mil I1 will now become the worst under cultivation. 
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d land as such, creates rent, and namely 
ablute rent, which is nothing eIse but a tribute 
which eocietyL pays to the landowners. 
' 
The qu&ion now arises : What is the SO- from 
which absolute rent springs, where are its economic 
mots to be found ? It is clear that tbe capitalist, who 
hve& his ca ital in agriculture (or in mining) will not 
pay the abso P ute rent from his profit, since in such a 
case he would prefer to invest his capital in an industry 
in which he w d d  d v e  the average rate of p d t .  
Our capitalist mnst therefore d v e  the average profit 
and yet be able to pay the absolute rent. 
The source of the absolute rent can only be in the 
surplus-due produced in agriculture. In consequenoe 
of existing private property as well as of a whole series 
of historical conditions, agriculture develops more 
W l y  than industry.* The organic composition of 
capital in apiculture is lower than in industry. We 
aJready h o w  ( h k l e t  6, Chap. i) that the prices of 
production are b&w the value in the spheres of 
production in which the organic cornpsition of capital 
s below the sociaJ organic composition and the amout 
of profit realised by the capitalists in these sphers of 
production is less than the mass of the surplus-due 
prodaced in such spheres. This excess of the @us- 
value over the profit or of the value over the price of 
p~oduction is realis& by the capitalists whose capital 
is of a higher organic co111position. It is in this way that 
the average rate of profit is, indeed, formed. 
The case is different in agriculture. Here the organic 
composition of capitaJ. is below the social average. Here 
the amount of profrt of the capitalist farmers is lower 
than the amount of surplfls-value produced in agncul- 
ture, but this excess does not enter into tbe general 
equaliution of the rats of pr&t among the capitalists 
of all branches of production. The private property in 
IIt 6, of c o w ,  p ~ e a u e  tbat thsre is aompetib for the 
sxietingm. 
'ln so far as the industridisation of agriculture removes thia 
Memnce  the pocsaibility of abmIute rent is rrahdly d u d .  
h d , f a e - O f w - d * *  
d t h e v d u e a v e r t h e ~ p r h i t h e f a a d  
ahlute gmmd-mmt. 
T h b m a y b e i U ~ t e d b g t h e ~ ~  
h t M b e ~ t h g t t h e c a p b I k r i a ~ ~  
to qoo and is divided into 3ooc+rooo. With a sate uf 
a t t r p l a s ~ o f ~ a o p e s & n t . t J r e ~ t o f ~ s a r p l r r e -  
valuewillbe IOOS., but the rateof prolitwUlsea5 
ant. (IW+~OO). La it be PgtmLdtbat the cap& 
@culture is roo dvmi into sm+gaa (a bwm 
e " ). Witbanequafrateo f tmpb 
d m  ob-t., the mas. -due d 
amant to  so!^ I3 there were no momply lam& 
~ ~ ~ l e m h i p a n d ~ y ~ n o ~ ~ t o p a y  
~ ~ t e ~ e m t t o t h e ~ d m m e m , w e s h d d h a v m b a d  
mfd~whgpition: T o t a l s o c i a l ~ a ~ * t o a  
social ~ d u e - - r 5 ~ ,  the a- rate of pr&= 
p p r  cmt. (rfjo+sm). On the haas d its 
a- rate [as w -4. v*- 
~ o f t h e g 6 s . ~ a d i n ~ d y ~ . , ~  
theothera~%wintfrefmnofabsolntemrti&o~ 
p d c e t s o f t h e l a n ~  Z f t b e r e w e x e m ~  
Efpp"y i n h d , t h e ~ & s o f ~ l R o t r M  ve k m  sold for r 9  (capital 100+30 e* 
M ~ 1 y p r o l p e r t y i a M m a l n e s i ~ ~ k , ~ ~  
t b t ~ p P a d a c t s ( i n o u r ~ p E e ) ~ b & *  
x50, of which roo rephas the capital invwkd, i s 4 ~  
prdtofentqrkdiz~theabdutereat .  '>i1': 
ne  MOIL of mmqdy la ad am dip^* 
&OW absolute rent. This would a h  be 
f o r t h e ~ p i ~ ~ G e t h e a ~ ~ & ~ ~  
thmby rise (ia our awlple b g p r  & & k i & L *  
per -t). ; a  m e ; .  3 
". I ,  I .* I >  
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3. THE P&lm OF wD 
The M91;9ian thewy of absolute and differentia rent 
provide8 us with the key for understanding many 
@atomma in capitalism. On the basis of the rent 
&tmy it will, above all, be possible to understand the 
phemomea.op-so puzzling, at the first gh-f  the 
paioe of land, We have concluded that the price of all 
commodities is but the money expmsion of their 
d u e .  In itself, however, the d, apart from the 
apital incorporated in it (economic buildings, irriga- 
tion, etc.), has no d u e ,  since the earth has also not 
been produced by social labour. And yet we fmd that 
land is bought and sold and has therefore a price. 
HOW is fhe price of land determined ? By the rent1 
The landowner, who d s  his land, lose thereby the 
right and the possibjlity of receiving an m u d  income 
in the form of rent. If the annual rent which he receives 
when leasing the land (whether this is Merential and 
abaohte, or only absolute r a t  does not alter the thmg 
itself) amounts to, say, 50s. per acre, then he must I 
obviously sell this a m  for a sum of money which will 
imilasly provide him with an annual income of 50s. I 
when he deposits this money in the bank or loans it out. 
If the average rate of interest, which the bank pays for 
goodwill amounts to 5 per cent., then the landowner 
will obviody sell his acre for 1,000s. since he witl 
receive on depositing this sum in the bank 5 per cent. 
inter&, amounting to 50 & b g s  ana.ually, i.e. an 
amount corresponding to his previous rent. 
The price of land is, thus, nothing else than capitalid 
rent ; i.e. a money capital which bears interest quiva- 
lent to  the rent of the c o q n d h g  land. 
The higher the rent, the h@er must the price of 
Land be. If in our exampIe the rent had amounted to 
75s. instead of 50s., then with an average rate of intenst 
of 5 per cent., the price of land would have amounted I 
to not r,ooos. per acre but 1,5m. If rent tends to rise, 
so also will the price of laud tend to rise. 
On the other hand the price of land will be higher, 
the lower the rate of kt&. If in our example the 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUkPUB VAL= $3 
&e of intemt were not 5 per mi. ht 4 p r  cent.~thm 
it is OMOUB that the annual, sum of $a c& d y  be 
d v e d  from an mount  of x,zpi. As the tenrdenq 
of the rate of inkre& is to fgtr (see W 6, Chap. h)i 
it foUows also hwr this aspect that the tmdencp of tbs 
pTioeaflandistorise. 
In this way both factm which determine them 
of land-rent d the rate of inkrest will tend to 
increase the price of land. With ~ dwbpmmi of 
c a ~ s m  dh #Y&% o f W  kw& fiDb do f& hut gr@ 
kt rislr.a This tend- is f a v d  by the chumstance 
that the landowner who d h  his land must not d y  
take in view the p m t  rate of interest, but a h  the 
fact that the rate of intemt will, in the c a m  of time, 
fall. H e ~ t h i s i n t o ~ t i n a d v a n c e a n d d l s  
his I d  at a higher price, In sa far as the prim of b d  
has a tendency to increase, land is a p r b h r L y  
favoured object of qemhtion. 
The landowner who & his land, hands over ta the 
buyer not only the right of its me ( this right can aIso be 
obtained by lasing the land) but what is more the 
monopo1y which giva the right of receiving rent. It i s  
the buyer of the Iand, the new pqrhtor, who now 
receives rat, dthough it may seem to him that he d m  
not receive the rent but only interest on the capital 
which he spent in the ptmhse of the l a d  Actually 
he receive8 rent as a kdowx1er1 The baying-dce of 
the h d  q m s m t s  no red capital investment in the 
laad, it is but the tribute which society pays to the 
monopoly of landmenhip. The enmmms aums which 
haw to be paid to the hdowners in the p w c b e  rrf 
land, prove in actaality but a reduction 9f the capital 
from the point of view of its productive a 
The prioe of ia a particularly heavy, =% , 
men aruinons burden onthe d p e a s a n t .  
" T h e e x p e n d i t a r e o f ~ a p i t a f f o r * ~ d  
h d ,  then, is not an iawbaent of @ c u l t i d  &$!itdm It 
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te deduction from the apitd, which the 
fmnera cam employ in their own sphere of production. F
St redaoes to that extent the size of their means of produc- 
tIQn and thereby m o w s  the economic basis of their 
Zmb . . . . It is an obstacle to agriculture, even such a purchw taks pIace in the case of large 
tstates, Xn fact, it contradicts the capitalist mode of 
pdiuction." (Marx, CaWL,  Vol. iii, p. 942.) 
The average value of a farm in the U.S.A. amounted 
according to the census of 1925, to 8,949 dollars, of 
which 3,029 d o k s  (33.8 per cent.) covered the value 
of the buildings, live stock, machinery, etc., and 5,920 
dollars (66.2 per cent.) covered the price of land. This 
mans that only a third of the capital was applied, 
productively, if the farmer desired to manage on his 
own Iand. He can either Iease the piece of land or must 
raise a loan from the bank for its purchase. f n any case 
he undertaks duties which leads him into a situation 
in which the sword of Damoclesl is eternally s-ded 
over his head. 
It by no means follows, hmevr, that the general 
laws of capitalist development, discovered by Marx, do 
not apply to  agriculture, as was maintained previously 
by the Revisionists, and now by the whoIe of the 
Social-Democrats, The devdopment of capitalism in 
agridture has certainly its pcdkities, but these 
peculiarities do not by any means involve that +cull- 
ture develops in a completely different, non-capitakt 
way. 
CONTROL QUESTIONS 
r. What is Memmtial rent and how k it fwmed ? 
2. What is absolnh rent and how is it formed ? 
3. How is the price of land fmmed and why d~ it show a tendency 
to*? 
4. Why does private p in land hamper the development of 
ths productive f - T  
I. LARGE-SCALE OR SMALL FARMS 
Marx and Engels have repeatedly pointed out h t  
the fundamental laws of capitafist development apply 
W to industry and agriculture. The dmdopmmt of 
the productive forces leads, in the me as in the athem, 
to the disphcement of small production by big capitalist 
productiw. The revolutionary transformation of the 
capitalist mode of production into Soci&t production 
is prepred and made inevitable by the further develop- 
ment of the productive forces in the one as in the other. 
En&, for example, wrote in r38z as follows : 
" Just as mechanical spinning and weaving supplanted 
the spindle and hand-loom so will atso the ww methods of 
uction in 'cuIture irretrie~ab1.y destroy smdl 
and suxt it by big l a n d d p  provided- 
it is allowed the mcyary tune," 
See appendix to Engels Pmad War rn 
An agrarian programme was worked oat at the 
c a g m s  of the French Sociaist Party in Nantes, x8gr(. 
On the occasion of his criticism of this pnqpmme, 
Engels once more e x p m d  his vim on the develop 
ment of mpi- in agriculture. 
" It is the duty of our Party to expain to the peasants 
the absolute hopehmeas of their @(M 
so 1m.g as XY domination of ca 'ta~ism continues, and to 
how thrm tbc ahlute imp&itY at maintaining their 
small lots of land as such and the absolnte assurance that 
copi&t lpgbscale produetion will soPpaDt their power- 
l a ,  anti uated small industry just as the railwa suw 
the wh e 3  - b m "  (&gels, "The Pavnt &on iD 
France and Germany," N w  ZGjf, 1%) 
Theteachingof MantandEngelscmtheinevitaWity 
of peasant proletwktim and paupmisation, which has 
delivered into snbjection of capitdb the did 
of the peasantry, creates the theo 
for the revolutionary &m@e of 
andm the leadership of the proIetariat, a 
- , ,  
r, dl. 
! :: 
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Is d b t e d  . . against capitalism and wbich strive for Somhm, This is jnst the reason why the agrarian 
theory of k meets with snch obstinate attack on the 
part Of tbe ideologists of the bourgeoisie and reformism. 
An o p i  campaign against the Mantian theory and 
its revdutionazy conclusions commenced within the 
d of German Social-Democracy in 1894. This 
attack began in the domain of the agrarian problem. 
Egds at that time immediately came out against this 
opportunistic attitude of Vallmar-'I peasant-catching" 
(letter of Engels in the Vmd* as well as his letter to  
Sorge of November ICY&, 1894). The death of Engels in 
1895 increased, however, the offensive of the Revisionists 
all along the front, bat parhcalarly in the a g m k  
question, The apporhmist phthm of the most zealous 
agrarh Reformists, David and Co., was, to be sure, 
rejected at Srst by the Central M t t e e  of the Social- 
Demmatic Party, under the pressure of the masses, at 
the Party Congress in B d u  in 1895. 
A striking proof of the change of opinion which 
subsequently set in among the Social-Demomatic 
leaders, is provided by a comparison between the works 
of Kautsky written and published thirty years ago 
(although those vim were also not entirely true in al l  
respects) with his present on-. 
Thus, for instace, in his controversy against David 
re- the superiority of laqpdeproduction over 
small production in qridtnre, Kautsky wrote that : 
" All great Sodisb, with the mpti011 of the petty 
k g e o i s  cam, shared the view, at Ie& in tbe sense, that 
they m o p k d  the technical sup-iority of l a r g d e  
oduction." (Kautsky, "Socialrsn and Agrimltaxe," 
Few Zd, 1903, p. 683.) 
And mer : 
". . . Thenewfactsoftbelastdecadedonot~vensthe 
slightest gnnrnd to change our views in regard to the 
technical superioriQ of Iarg~scale production in the 
decisive bmches of agriculture." (Ibid, p. 687.) 
" A bonrpis economist cannot properly imagine atwther 
The last qaotationmaybfally appliedto the m t -  
day Kautsky. Thw, in his XllaIici~ll~ and a b d e m u  
book, m which he se& to justify the necessity of 
Mewation against the U.S.S.R,, he wri ta  : 
" A s f o r f b e s u ~ ~ o f ~ p d u ~ ~  
igaallprodactionandhww,thfsc~nnotbedetermirsed 
f o r Q n e o r t h e ~ i n ~ ~ t r i f e , b r r t i t i $ ~ *  
a m e t m d m ~ t h e o t h e r w W  
a c d h g  to the d wndihm" ( u@, B d h v i m  
R D&&, E931, P 3.) 
r m O m = -  
Tbirtg p r s  previously, Xatftsky wrote as fdWs 
mgartkg the M a d m  asaga ins t t he  
~ O n i s t p r o s p m m e  ofEd:, 
"NOW on the ~~l lktry ,  two mumpatible 
-t me,amther. ~ ~ a t i e a b o n t  4-
aaddthiagswillnotdonow. Theqdp11mwi9bO 
mept the new 
*l ' ' 
or to re'& it." (Kaubky, 
-md g3EE;* Naus tdt, p. 68s.) 
But mw ICaa€sky writes : 
"Thecbief rewlt atwhich1 arrivedin r ~ c o d s k d k  
this,fhatIhQdt0admittliatb3vidm%3%rightin~ 
p o i n t s , t h a ~ I h a d t o t h r o w o v ~ b m d t h e v i t m o f ~  
& E @ s * ~ o n 2  tomsin~theminescrencedtbsr 
more decisively." (dutsQ, Bdshvhm pt a D m  
P* 35.) .. . 
To &fad the int- of the bmp i& ,  xa&& 
i s n o w o b l i g e d n o t o n l y t o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
L 
t i m e s t o o d i w ~  
line of the againgt the -w<* 
1 S ) a a  S- ~ A W  me+** : mj 
o ~ t o m a m m m s o a s  to veilhisdeertimframthe 
tewhing, other SociaZ-Democratic writers 
iWddy take their pmition on the platform of David 
'& brothers Nating literally write in the Social- 
Demomatic text-book of political economy, which they 
mama y published as follows : 
" To sum up it may be said with David : 
r. Work by machinery is of wlativdy much less sig- 
nihcance in agriculture owing to the pecuhities of 
its oq@c productim, than in industrial 
S. The utilhtim of steam-power can har dp""ctiOn y come I& 
dderat ion  since agricultural labour is not ked  in 
one place bat constantly on the move. 
3. Since the uti?ktim! of the eIectrie current and motor 
~ r s , t h e u s e o f m o s t o f t h e ~ e r y a n d t h e  
mast important ma&m are also ptsible on small 
plats. 
"David represented the view that the development of 
agriculture prmeeds difTerently from the devel 
O r e n t  * industry and that the more painstaking wor of the 
pssmts who are part and parcel of the Iand and are directly 
mtemted in it, in combination with the constantly develop- 
ing land co-opemtion will d s t  in the victory of the small 
h." (N61ting, E. and E., I ~ ~ i h  bo PoMeaE 
E-y IC;e-I, pp. 16 and 43.) 
The N61- accept the view of David and point out 
that statistics have already proved the .truth of this 
view and they further add the arg~1en.t hat an acre 
of nseful land will give a greater mass of production in 
the small peasant fann and will thereby maintain a 
greater density of popnlatim. 
If the development of agriculture did proceed h the ' 
direction of the displacement of big by d farms, 
. . Soaahsm would prove im-ble not only in agrid- 
tme bat generally since Socialism pmpposes the 
sociabation of aU means of production. 
2. THE SUF'ERIORITY OF M G R - S C M X  FARHKNG 
The data of the o w  agricnlturd statistics are 
a d y  so prepared that they do not give a h e  idea of 
the red play of the form3 (for f-urther partidm see 
DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUg V w  B@
Mow}. The sht is th4  n d h I  give -,44 
t h e c o ~ ~ ~ c e i n ~ ~ ~ o f ~  - 
acmdhgtowhetheritisnmonalqeord&& 
Let us take for instance the data 
the G e m  Republic, VoL acx ,  
tim cmsus xgzg) a h t  the: 
Data is given in this table of wly a few &a. 
There are cmrqmdmgdata about the q p h t ~ a n  of
other machina such ias f € d h E &  hackles, potato- 
planters and hamesting machinery, &em All & & 
show: . . 
1. That the perfected machines are d y  a@& in 
~~ pmductim. I. -. 
11. That every big farm has at its e r a i  I#@ 
' systemofthemostvariousmpchinerg~t&eb&d 
1 which Btandr a power-giving motor @mpmbdg k@ - 
I 
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hBw at tlzeir &pod., hides this, tractors, motor 
lmrb* etc.), In. That the capitalists ntilise these machines with 
the aid of wagehbourers (see the last column in our 
table). 
Thus, d y  149,- out of 3 , 9 4 0 , ~  small famu (up 
to 5 hectares cultivated) are in possession of electric 
motors (ayeraging 3 h.p.). 365,000 middle farms 
(5-20 ha) out of 956,000 dispose of electric motors, 
averaging 4 h.p. 131,ooo farms (over zo hectares) out 
of z ~ g , m  use electric m o b  averaging 8 h.p. 
In spite of these indisputabk facts, the Social- 
Democratic theoreticians, however, assert that in 
consequence of the application of electricity, machinery 
is also accessible to the 4 farms. 
But the question is not, howevw, merely that the 
small farms are not rich enough to acquire many of 
the complicated and expensive machines, but if the 
machines, as a result of much financial exertion, are 
even secured by small farms, they cannot be rationally 
utilised. German experts are of the opinion, for instance, 
that sowing machines can ody be fully utilised in 
farms of at least w5 hectares in area. In farms with a 
smaller area cultivated, the machines are not used to 
full capacity and their work, therefore, becomes sub 
stantiaJly more expensive. We thus find that sowing 
by machinery will cost 4.4 marks per hectare in farms 
with an area of 400 hectares, while ia fanns wi th  20 
hectares the cost dl be 8.4 mark. Hamesting by 
corn-binders will cost 4.53 marks per hectare in farms 
of 5 hectares, 5 4 6  mark in those of q hectares, but 
7 '35 marks in those of 3 hectares. 
The position is absolutely ssimilar In the case of cattle 
farming. The quality of the cattle is much worse, and 
the cattle are less productive in the d farms than 
in large ones. According to th data of the Latrd- 
wirisckf#ichm J a k r b M w  (Agr icu l td  Annual) of 
xga7, the weight of a oow in a small farm (up to 5 
hectares) averages 375 kilogramme and yields 1,6m 
litres of milk per aonum, in a middle farm (5-m hec- 
t 
r 
tams) it weighs 4 5  Idlogramme% sndyid&r,cpXWg 
while in the big farms (a0 hmtam md upwar&) & 
w m  525 ' anayieldsftMn2*~ta3,tm l i b  of m-
AndhowcanthewwisthesmaJlfamsgiveagood 
milk yieZd when, -ding to statistid data for the 
power. 
But the big fama posses~s not only technical but also 
commercial advantap. They are able, for m p l e ,  to 
obtain much more rem-tive prices by h 
in large quantities, i n t i o n  itionto wBE 
Muence of the big farms have on the Govmment and 
b m h g  b t h t h s  enab l~  them to seam mope 
favourable credits, etc. 
Indoniaareasanimilrrrchangeistakhgplace. In 
Java and Cubk improved macbkwy and the in* 
tim of a high yielding variety of tw 
red& costs-to the big combine. In the of 
rubber plantatims the &&man of DuaBop Ltd. eve 
instmces of tbe rwdtlh in t & p  w m  had 
I 
p a m  with a 10 ft. combme, $3.56 per acre with a 
IS fk M e r ,  4 $4.22 per acre with a 7 fi. binder. 
b Britain, the ablest bourgeois mmmentators are 
arguing that British farming needs 
" m m  Iarge areas of the countty, more particularly, perhap, 
in the arable districts, aggregations of t h e  small 
farms must be to give soope for the mnuimllm 
employment of machinery, and to justify the higher remu- 
neration of labour (he means by this the "ages that are now 
being paid !-Ed.) by the in- in the amount of unit 
output." (The Fsctwre of F-w, Orwin, p. 150.) 
" It is calculated that t steam-ploughing and cultivation 
set cannot be given full-time employment on less than 
2,000 acres of arable h d ,  but there are operations which 
steam tackle cannot perform, and seasons of the year at , 
which it cannot work, and powex-farming in its most 
ecunomic form requires the addition of the agricultural 
tractor to the farm equipment ." (w . d., p. 98.) 
It is interesting that this commentator puts aside the 
pleas for Danish methods, etc., and only admits for 
~ ~ ~ . t h e n t a l  @litid) reasms d e v k  for keeping the 
farmer-fdy. Actually, his argument bears out the 
prophecies of Mam and Lenin. In Britain tbe process 
of full rationalisation of the land is held up by the 
poition of the land tenure as much as anytbng else. 
It is not that capitalism has not been appiied to a@- 
culture, but that it is held up m an antique state. 
In conchtsion we want to give another table on the 
r d t s  of the manapemat of economies. Figures have 
been published in the reprts of the Inquiry Co- 
sion which were taken from the books of agricultural 
enterprises of d u s  size. As may only be expected 
k m  bourgeois and S&d-Democratic investigators, 
these reports only deal with the i n t d  of big peasant 
farms and landed estates. Out of the derisive material 
which refers to various districts and t y p  of farms, we 
only take the data in regard to grain farms of average 
soil in central Germany (the Qwes are for 19241 
a- per one hectare of area cultivated). 
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Expenditm for mgea in 
marb .., 96 14s 
vrrlffe of the labo;;' of tG 
... xaa 69 
~ o t d  expenditure f;;; latmrrr 
p w w  .*. a or1 
Vslaa of dead 8 - k  {in- 
mm) ... 275 208 
~alueofdraugbt&&le ... xzr 105 
Vdueofcattleinast ... 284 2% 
Expmdituro for wtkial 
manure .-- 39 43 
Grain hammt in" 'donb 
CWEB. (abut 1 C W ~ . )  
hsetare ... 18.8 ze-8 YA~ in ik per 
QOW ... ... 1 . ~ 4  2.302 
Gmal revenue fro;.thc Mil 
in m8rh a01 146 
GrmH tevylrts & tG 
cattlem marks ... s56 a39 
marb ... ... ... 368 393 
These +ea prove beyond dispute that the small 
Earm realises a much lower revenue per hectare than the 
big one, dtspite the fact that the former spends almoast 
aactly the same amount on Iabur-power and dis- 
poses of much more live and dead stock per hatare 
than the latter. This proves that the small farms 
possess worse and less pductive machinery in addition 
to which they cannot also make sufEcient use of these ; 
it proves, further, that they worse and Im 
productive cattle and they cannot even bay as much 
d c i a l  manure as is requkd If this table included 
also~esmallerfarmitwoddhavesho~flast in~ 
striking daemnce. 
" Midiom of cultivators in India. China, J a p  end 
the Far East live upon the subsistence W, 88p.r 
Re@ by the hatitUte of International Awra (Sea 
~ f o r ~ f r o m B t a i n a n d U . S . A . d & % ~  
WeacyJ  ~ t h e f p ~ a n d ~ ~ t b a t p m g r a ~ &  
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cultare WI welI as the application of science and tech- 
nique are almost eXJusive1.y at the &pod of the big 
farms, while the d ones are f o r d  to work in a 
-tie fashion and apply the antiquated means of 
production of the i r  ancestors. 
3. IIOW BOURGEOIS STATISTICS DISTORT m T Y  
In order to  prove the vitality of mal l  peasant production, 
the brmrgeois theoreticians (and among them also the 
W - ~ O Q B . ~ ~ )  marshalastheirchiefarglmmt the data 
of the C;ermaa oEcial statistics which dividesthe agric&ural 
enterprises according to the area of the land dtivated. 
Tbe following data ( S t d s t k  of i%c Germas Rqh&, Vol. 
ccccix) is in question here : 
On the basis of these @res, the official commentato& 
of the Social-Demcwadc agrarian pr-e, Baa& and 
XrQer, draw the following conclusions : 
" In view of these statistics8 which range aver a @od 
of almost half a century, there can no longer be any doubt 
that there can be no question of any development in the 
direction of big farms and of overcaming the peasant farms 
in agriculture, at Least during tbe decades in which we are 
living to-day, and that the development in qrlcultnre 
prclceeds very much differently than m in-. We must 
even mmgnke a clear and contimous progrew in peasant 
fanning." (Fr. Bade and H. Kri5ger. Socia&Dmcratie 
Agrariam Policy, p. 5, Berlin, 1927.) 
h their ez~thwiasn for apologetic crwclusions, the 
~ - D e m ~ e ~ a t i c  heoreticians ignore the elementary 
directions which were laid down by Qntsky himseIf thirty 
years ago, namely : 
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" T h e s t a t t s t i c s a r e x n m t ~ b l e i f d y ~ ~  
t h e y ~ t h e f ~ d y ~ t o ~ ~ ~  
b not m&!~e~t to errable us to mve their m@h&& 
I" Sodism and Agr idbe ,  N w  ZA, rgo3, p 6%) - Y *
LenixlhaseqmsedhimseIfstillmre~telyop 9 
thh subject : 
" Agndtum chi* develops here (Eruope) m- 
notbymean~afaninaeaseinthe~&tydtheland 
cultivated, but by an improvement in the pwal* d the . 
cultivation, by means of an ismease in the amount bf 
capital invested In the same quantity of h d .  And it L 
just fhis chief h e  ie the development of apitalist. agii- 
d t a r e . .  . whichisflOttakenmtoacmmt those* 
~ t ~ m s t o a - p a r i s o n o f ~ A y . e o o r d i n g  
to the quantity of the land, 
" The main h e  of devehpent of apitdht agthItam 
eaasists jnst m the fa& that 
d a c c o r d i n g t o t h e h n d ~ ,  
a big jamo according to the 
d e v e l o p w t  of stack 
"51h, w c a t i m  to the M area h ~ n  
tagetherthebiiandsmallfarmssolongastheyan~ 
m e  another wcordhg to the size of the land which they 
o w n , i t l u m p t e g e t h e r f a m s e n ~ y ~ t ~ t h e ~ t  
- 
- 
I 
(M, p. 232.) 
As a matter of fact during the coarse of the last 
Mom the wat, prodnctim itself hcremd 
-. =haQ& @ c n l t d  en 
has dm@ but "fP" tt le in &mian y. Before <&..a~as &&m 
~ a g r o w t h o f s b k ~ a b o T P e d I i n ~ ~ ' ~  
r 
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mm &c id  statistics show that from 1882 to x g g  the I 
-her of OIWXI has on the average almcst remained I 
~~ in farms, wnall according to their area (up to I 
5 hestam), while the number of pigs has doubled; in 
farms of amddle size (5-20 h e c t q )  the number of oxen had, 
m the contmry, inincreased by a third ; but the pigs had 
m o ~ e  than doubled ; the big farms (aeroo) show an 
hmae af one and a half and two and a half rqwtively, 
while the inmaw in the biggest farms (over roo hectares) 
sbow an increase of more than ohe and a half and more 
than threefold respxtivdy. But thtxe data are not d- 
ciently durachistic since the cattle in the big farms are of 
mu& better q d t y  and much more productive than those 
in the d ones. 
A3l sorts of machinery received an ever ter applica- T tion in German @culture both before an after the war. 
But in which farms? As the table given abve shows, it was l i l  
almost exdusivdy in the big farms. 
We thus see that regarding the farms clasded 
a-- to their hM area do not rekct all the changes 1 
whch t e place in agriculture and on the grwnd-work of C 
which agricultural production grows. The &cial bourgeois 
statisticians consuously apply untrue methds (as for 
instance, chss3catim according to land area) in order to 
&ace the fundamental fact that the development of agrieUr- 
tare (in full harmony with the Marxian theo ) chiefly 
pmceeaS along the line of the growth of caPiMst%g farms, 
but not along that of 4peasant husbandries. 
CUNTROL QUESTIONS 
r. What is the fundamental W c a n c e  of the dispute Mmeen 
M r n  aad opportuniem rqgm&ng wlleentratlon In a&- 
cdtare ? 
a. W h a t a n t t h a ~ ~ ~ n ~ o f ~ f a r m i P g ?  
3. HOW ia thu actual proem of davelopment In agd~dture masked 
by bowpoh sCatistics ? 
VII. THE FATE OF SMALL -T F m s  UNDER 
CAPITALISM 
1. THE DIFFEECEHTIATION OF PEASANT ECONOMY 
Marx wrote as follows on the fatgof peasant economy 
undercapitali!3m: 
" It is aGso a law tbat economic devel r t divides the fmctimn among various prBons, the h a n d i d -  
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and will becoroe trans- 
We may take as an example the leading aad impor- 
tant case of Gemany* 
Is tbisMarxiantheory~edbythepi t ionof  
the ilmall pantry  in Gemany ? -Fully and entidy. 
The apologists of api-, in their arguments on the 
pqress of small f&ms, supprw3, above all, the fact 
that as Iong ago as 1882, 40 per cent, of the German 
people and their dependants belonged to the agricul- 
t a d  and forestrg. gqmhtion, while this felt to 
33 per cent. in xg25. T%h tiow to  the towns 
in the h t  place in comqunce of the prohtarhtim 
o f t h e d ~ t r y .  . 
h d  and live stock. The inevitable 
into iidu&hl and a g i d t u d  wag~labowm.'' ('tenin, 
IW, pp. xx3 and 1x4.) 
The dgures given above as well as the following data 
. a fw Gamany given in the prcduction census 1925 in 
regard to the composition of farms c o b  the com- 
plete carepadence of the Leninist thesis with the 
a c M  ddopment. 
I 
A shortage in labour-power becomes noticeable very 
frequently in the big capitalist farming entaprises in I 
amsequence of the proletarktion of the peasantry and 
as a result of the ff ow of the proletarised peasan* to 
the tom. In order to assuce themselves of Cheap 
labour-power the big agmians grant the workers 4 
strips of land wherewith they tie down the workers and 
keep them in complete dependence. Such workers 
figure in the statistics as m d  " independent " peasants, 
while they are in fact workers who are exploited to 
quite an extraordinary degree. 
The allotment of land to land l a h m  
the e s t a i ~  cheap labow-power, as the " owner " 
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&@g to his native h d  cannot hire himself out in 
dM&t prmhceg, and cannot on the other hand refuse 
to setI his Iabm-power since he neither p o m e m  
mfbht  land nor the necessary means of production. 
Tha process of the concentration of capital hw)Ives, in 
this manner, the splitting up of the land and the rise 
of a mass of petty peasant farms. 
The problem of the peasantry is different in Britain 
and U.S.A. from that in most other parts of the world. 
There are in these countries very few peasants. The 
peasants have been in Britain expropriated many 
centnries ago. The U.S.A. took for the most part the 
methods of agriculture which were prevalent in Britain. 
The ruthless expropriation of the p e w t r y  which 
began in the sixteenth century and was finally hished 
off at the end of the nineteenth, was in the interests of 
capitalst landlmds. The whole force of the State was 
used to grab the land. The result of centuries of develop- 
ment on this basis has been that agriculture in this 
country is organid not only on the basis of highly 
concentrated landlordism, but aIso of a completdy 
landless agricdtural prdetariat working for capitalist 
tenant or landowning farmers. 
Only a quarter of the farmed land in Britain is culti- 
vated by its ownm, while a half of the agricultural h d  
of England and Wales is owned by scarcely more than 
2,000 people. The pressure of the drain of rent, etc., 
which gws to  these elements is very heavy. Moreover, 
in Britain, the c u m b e ,  traditionally legal red tape 
ds about land ownership and divisionare an ammous 
handicap on production. Coupled with the archaic 
land divisions and rent are such oppdve payments 
as tithes, the collection of which is involving many 
parts of 13ritain in a tithe war, and the wasteful para- 
sitic misuse of the land by the rentias who use it for 
"ptige"as~~untysquires andforgmiqand hunting. 
There are in England and Wales about a quarter of 
millian famen, 4 0 , ~  qIoyers  in gardens, and about 
617,000 full-time workers in agriculture and garden 
WmlL 
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A b u t  go mt. of the hmera am wd&w.a 
capitalist basis employing wage labour. Of the pmduce 
of the farms, so per mt, goes to  the hdords, r6 pec 
cent. to the famas, 30 per mt. to the workers* and 
34 per mt. to gemend costs and to the oambhea 
supplying seeds, mamms, eetc. On the marketing side, 
the big milkg and milk combine8 on the m t  
dngs virtnally control the bulk of the The 
&vernment quota mcssures which aIe m p p d  to 
d ~ d r i v e s t i l l m o r e t o t h e ~ l l l c m t r a t i o a o f  
the power of these combines. 
The e W s  to bring abont a revid of d hddhgs 
in Britain have failed *bIy. There are more than 
zo,ooo fewer small h o l m  now than in 1908, when the 
big drive was made. In 1885 there were 3r44rg midl 
hohlhgs ; in x p ~ ,  d y  264,787, Many of these do not 
provide a livelihood. An enormous amwnt of work is 
put m by the smallholder and his M y  for an 
~ o m i c  rettrm. 
T3e eaonomic advantage of the big farm is shown in 
the following table, based an as investigation made in 
1 9 3 .  
Sheer sweating produces a bigjpr retarn per acre in 
the d farm, WW often specialisea in some mont 
profitable dimtian. But the whole advantage clearly 
lies with large farms, which can use m a d m q  
nmnkdly. AcbUyI emtiom shows that w i ~ ~  
~ w ~ a ~ o o u a t ~ h a d o f p r a p e r p y f o r ~  
kbom and @taJ used, an ad- Mame gemdly 
d b .  
Ia, SCOW, rqub workers n w b w  aboat 83,000 
ma€eand~o,ooofemale; d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  
Fanners mk about 33,000 and market gardener5 
3locso. 
3%- is a very clear caste division between the large 
and small farmers. The d tenant fanners, often 
pclceyed after the  war into paying fantastic p W  for 
their land, have Iittle in common with the big-scale 
" gentlemen fmers," who own a h  large blocks of war 
loan and rentier st&. In Britain, qmking as nearly 
as the very sparse figures allow, they show that ~8,000 
holdings (over 300 acres) work a quark of the farmed 
area and employ 28 per cent. of the workers ; 150,ooo 
hoIdings ( 5 ~ 3 0 0  acres) work 59 per cent. of the area 
Uld HIlfl0~ 52 per a t .  0f the 330,000 
holdings are left with 15 per cent. of the arw. 
The steady decline in agticulturaI output and I-- 
ing of the workers on the land is well hewn The 
productivity of agriculture, the exploitation of the 
workers, is however increased.' The appafliag mndi- 
tions of the agricultural workers are desaibed in Th 
Condition of th9 Worhimg Class in Bdais ,  chap. vii. 
In U.S.A., more than 60 per cent. of the farms are 
smaller than xoo acres in she, But x per cent. of the 
farmers, approximately 63,000 in number of over 
x,ooo acres each, have an w e  represating 25 per 
cent. of the total farm land ; 3 *Q per cent. of the total 
number of farms* representing 35 per mt. of the 
au-eage, were of 500 acres or over. There has been a 
steady p w t h  in the numbers of tenancg fanners, 
rising from a6 per mt. in 1880 to 39 per cent,. m 1925. 
The enormous increase in debt due to the d in 
prks, coupled with the heavy outstanding commit- 
ments for equipment and so on, has handed over the buIk 
of the U.S.A. farmers to the agents of finance capitaI. 
The mechanhticm of farming has gone ahead fast, 
especially in the big farms. It leads naturally to hrger 
farm units and greater farm capital. Between r9m and 
1930 the number of tractors has more than trebled. The 
combine harvester thmsher and other &BS in- 
Output per labourer empIoycd in British agriculhre, rgd-xw, 
192p119, 1929-1294. Clark, l h u m n i c  J , Sapt. 19 j r .  
tely. I n s t e a d a f d o h g ~ ~  
~ m m , = n o p r ~ x ~ m .  
 be pmdudvity per man in USA. & 
immsed by 47 per cat. between x&g and xgza 
r a t h e r m m e t h a n t h e i n a r e a s e m t h a t o f ~  
workers. (See L~borrr a d  C a w  k A-I u, 
L.R.D., and Labor Fa& Book, htwpatimd PabWm,) 
a, mm SUBQRDXNATIOH OF SMALL ~ A % A P J T  IZCONO~CY 
TO CAPrrAL 
The amall or middle peasmt is not n d y  mdepemdd 
evenifheiswmpiedexcIusivelyinhisfannand@s 
not sell his la--power to receive an additional. 
'In those cases in which the small or IpiddIe m t  
mta h d ,  he is compelled to pay much more r a t  
aae than the big capitalist. The big capitdid, % 
want8 to inyest his capital in agriculture, can take l a d  
mleaseinsu&pIac3eswherehefinds themost favour- 
sbIe conditions, He mm, for emmpIel live in the tawn 
and farm laad in a distant district, while the peadiornt 
when he rents a piece of land has not this choiceI sinctt 
he must take land in the vicinity of his home. me h& 
owner takes adwtage of this circumstance and 
squeezes a higher mt out of the peasaat. 
Thepasant is, shilarIy,ffwcedtopay a l u g h e r ~  
for land than the big capitakt in case of pur&a~~ 
When the peasant buys land with the &tarice d 
M, which grants him a ban for the he 
kames a lifelong debt slave as a r c d t  of the morf- 
gage and in addition pays a considerably higher rate 
interest than the big landowner. The w t  nmabw 
much more the f o n d  owner of the purchased 
while the bank is the actual owner, to whom the pwsqnt 
pays a higher rent in the form of btemd. The 
.thing happens in the caw of the peasant -qwl,a 
h f r o m t h e b a a k , m t f o r t b ~ o f t h e ~  
bu~forthe~tlpportofhisfasxrm. 
on the land in the form of a 
nom-paymat of the I n  it
the  Fw=w- 
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W these M5cult relatio-which the small and 
middle peasant economies find t h d v e s  in-lead to 
EXCESSIVE UBOUIl AND AN INADEQUATE STANDARD OF 
LIPB. 
A apitabt enterprise is only d e d  on if its owner 
receives the average rate of profit : 
" For the small f m e r  the limit of exploitation is not set 
by the average profit of the capital, if he IS a d capitalist, 
nor by the necssity of raaZdng a rent, if he is a landowner. 
Nothmg appears as ern absolute limit for him, as a d 
capitalist, bat the wage which he pays to himself, after 
deductinghisactustloasts. Solongasthepriceofthe 
&act covers the wages, he will cultivate his land, and 
will do so often d m  to the p h y d d  minimum of his 
wages." (Blarx, VoL iii, p, 936, American edition.) 
" The existam of a mnall pasantry i? every +pitry- 
s o c i e t y i s t o b e e x ~ n o t  bytbetechcalsupenontyof 
mall pduction m agriculture, but by the fact that the 
d p t s  reduce their needs blow the level of thcwe 
1abow-e~ and that the former d u s t  themelva 
over "YE work to an bly greater extent than the 
ent of Capitalism in Lttr..' (Lmh, " The ETpm ,,
Russia," Vol. iii, C M  Wor Russian edition, 
Mcwcow, 195.1 
"Small p r o p t y  in land creates a class of ~~ 
standing half-way outside of society, a c h s  all the 
tortures and all miseries of eivitsed aomtries." (Marx, 
VoL 3, p. 945. American edition.) 
These formulations are also applicable to the small 
peasantry in modem Germany. Even when they appear 
as '' independent producers " it only means for thwn 
the &king of their income to the physical minimMm of 
wag- with all the poverty and misery d t i n g  there- 
h. The small peasant must, on the other hand, 
harness the d b e r s  of his family to exwsive l a w  
so as to make ends meet somehow. The apologists of 
capital eurogise this exhaustion of the energy of the  
peasant family representing it as an m d i n a r y  
ajsphy of the " joy of labour " " ddigmce," etc. The 
peasant does everything possible to  maintain his own 
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indepenhce andthe Mependam of his ~tnd&dn& 
This indepmdence is, however, an dhmh.  
A c t d y  the peasaat pmanently h o m m  inam 
hgly~entmthebahksandwrthetmmmwha 
become, in fact, the red  owners of his hd. In addition 
themtothewReightoftaxationbearsonhhevetmore 
heady. 
An these forms of Woitation have broaght the 
peasants to a posith in which 
" ~ ~ t a ~ ~ e f g f r o m t h e ~ d ~ t i o n d t h e  
industrid plebuht only in form. The waiter is the 
ame: capita. The individual capitalists 
individual peasants throngh tho mortgpgos and%&$ 
and the capitalist class T-" tck9through state bxa-" (Manr, L C h u  g b  in FYU-.) 
W i t h t h i s i s a s d a t d ~ t h e ~ t l y i n ~  
ahmptim of the pmsmts in the market dominated by 
big capital. 
Themodernpeasantpmd~chiefiyforthemarket 
~ h a e h e a l s o o b t a i n s a l m o s t ~ h e ~ f o r ~  
prodmtim and for immediate mmmptiox1. The 
scattddpeasants,onEomiagtothe~ket,have 
to deal with concentrated big capital The dealer, to 
whom the peasant his produce is frequatly his 
creditor. The d t  of all this is the complete subjection 
of the peasant to big capital and his exploitation by the 
same. ~-~ demands the nathaktion 
of trade, above all of the am trade as a means of 
@hting thip plunder of the smalI pmsanta by a whale 
cbaiPofmddhla E 
that the capitalist state ~ h o - h a a s h o w n  not pltlllder the pewads 
ordwsnotspectdatewiththeirgrainmykthantb 
private capitakt entaprh. Thus, for m q l e ,  the 
nsiaer's amciation of the schmer Concan was 
t h r e y e 8 1 8 a g o w i t h t b e m ~ o f t h e ~ ~  .I I 
I -tic Russian Central W v e  Frmd. T@ qmatioa, which was d o d  at the &-payem, only led, however, to the theposi.tinn of thebig agrarians and 
- a t t h e q e m e o f t h e a m a l l m  
1- i ,- r .. - C 
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3. AGRIWLTURAL CO-OPERATION WNDER CAPITALISM 
S&-Demwracy Iooks upon co-opemtion as the 
chief m;eans of protectian of the small -try. Mmx 
has already pointed out that cooperative associations 
tmder capitafism "reproduce and must reproduce 
emphere all the defects of a e  existing systm." 
Haatsky wrote in -the same way when he was still a . 
Marxist. The same thing has k e n  emphasised also by 
Lenin who said : 
"The co-operation of small commodity-producers . . . 
inevitably 'ves rise t o  petty b o u ~ o i s  capitalist relations, 
facilitates g e  development of c~pxtalists and plwha them 
in the foreground and gives them the greatest gains." 
Lenin, " On T-tion in Kind," C o U d d  Works, Val. xiii, L i, p. am, Russian edition, ~oscow, 1925.) 
Lenin's estimate of cooperation is conkned in the 
statistical data of agiculturd cooperation in Gemany. 
According to the data for 1927, the number or farmers 
organised in cooperative associations and united in the 
National Union was as follows : 
Numbeu of enter- 
p- in r,ooode. 248 402 532 199 16.7 
Per cent. of total 
number of qri- 
cnlturalmta@~ 8.2 44.6 55.4 9.6 89.3 
There are very few co-operative members among the 
small peasants, but almost all the big peasants and even 
landowners are members of the co-operathe associa- 
tions. An even clearer pi* wonld be provided by 
the figures of the economic qemtiom of the co-opem- 
ti- and reprts regwdmg their -at. Thm 
@ms are, however, a carefnlly guarded secret. But 
there is no doubt that the main business of a g r i d t d  
cooperation is carried on by the big peasants and big 
q p r h  enterprises which supply the  market with the 
greatest part of the produce, and that the management 
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of the coqeratives is completely in the of thd 
landowners, the big peasants and the a d 
in their intemts. 
hdanr and his adherents have always pointed out the 
bourgeois nature of -tion under capitaligm d 
have emphaskd that co-operation offers no solution 
to the peasant question 
" The -operative movwxrexlt limited to the 
fonn of development, whicb it is able to afford to  its 
individual wage-workem through their association, xs HOT 
BY IN A wSlT3ON TO T R A I S W a  C m B L I : S T  
m c m .  In order that social prodnctim may be trans- 
formed into a great and hmnonious system of free and 
eooperativu labour, g a d  d a t  & a n p  are neoessarp, 
changes of the general conditions of d e t y ,  which a n  
never be r e d i d  without t r a d e  the q m k d  fmce 
of &ety, NAMXLY TILE POWER OF TKE STATE FROM TEE 
HAHDS OF WP1TAUm AND LANDLORDS INTO THOSE OF 
w o ~ g g ~ s  TE~EYSBLVES." (Marx, Inawrat  address to tks 
I ~ ' o 1 0 p J  W m W s  Assod&-, German Edition, p. 4.) 
More than half a century has passed since Mam wrote 
the56 lines, and events have in the meantime mphtdy  
&ed their truth. The ever-greater s u b d i n a h  
of the small peasan* to the power of agrarian and 
financial capital has proceeded side by side with the 
extension of the co-operative o r g m b t i m  wbich have 
become hadomed into instnrments of the snbjectiom 
and dvement  of small pasants. 
+ CONCLUSIONS 
W e  may summarise the results we have arrived at 
in the following words of Lmh : 
" The most im t and ssattial tendency of 
of Sman pmluction by 4 
and agriculture. But thb 
& e o n  must not I x  understood ~ R B L Y  in the 
of A t e  expropriation. To this d i s , o l 3  b@i@ 
also the ruin and deterioration in the con 'ons of 
o f t h e ~ ~ t s w h i c h m a ~ g o m f o r ~ d ~  
This deterioration r td f  io excdve hhW,df 
worsenednotlrishment of the d p s a n t , i n b d d 4 g  
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him with debis, in the detericaation of the feeding and 
upkeep of his cattle, the deterioration in the cnltiva- 
iiun of the soil, its fedisation, and in the deterioration of 
the M q u e  of agridtm, etc. The task of a scientific 
inv&@tm, if he mnts to be free from the reproach of 
d o u s  or ~oonsdous aid to  the bmrgdie by embel- 
Ming the conditiw of the mined and o w  small 
mts, is first of all and a h  all to d m  exactly 
the signs of ruin which are not at d distinguished in 
simplicity and anifOTmity." (Lain, " New Material 
qi the Laws of Development of Capitalism in 
Agr~cnlture," C o M  Wmks, Vol. ix, pp. 232-3.) w :  
The fundamental thoughts of Marx and Imin are 
fully s-ened also by the facts in Germany. On 
the contrary the wmce of Revisionism (which has now 
k o m e  the oE& doctrine of Social-Democracy) in the 
sphere of the wan questim consists in the oMtera 
tion of those contradictions which unfailingly Wren- 
tiate the peasantry under capitalist relations, in the 
obliteration, M e r ,  of the exploitation-character of 
the large-scde peasant economy on a e  one hand, and 
the proletmianhation of the poorest peasantry on the 
other, and hdly in the hushing-up of the class anta- 
go- within the peasantry. One of the main tasks of 
Sociai-Democracy is, indeed, to disorganise the class 
stfirggle which is waged by the land pmkhrht and 
the poorest peasantry @nst the capitalist and junker 
section of the village. 
But the desertion of Marxism In questions of agrarian 
theory has afso another hidden aim. The revision of the 
Marxian theory on the dedopmmt of capitalism in 
agriculture must promptly lead to the renunciation of 
the theow as a whole and the abandonment of the 
revolutionary conclusions which are drawn from it. The 
amall paantry forms even In the most developed 
m h e  a notable part of the population and a 
majority of it in the whole world. The Mandan theory 
of the hopeless position of the small pawntry under 
capitalism provides the foundation for the alliance 
between the proletariat and the small peasantry as well 
Tbe statement that small produdion may, mdar: 
oertain conditions, be more rational than big produe 
tion,ismwdby Gutskywm to beable toshowthat 
mder awtain conditions (md just those which now 
exist) capitalism may be W e r  than S d a E m ~  
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VIII. CARXTALISM BTAECDS THB DEVRLOPMENT OF THB 
P R O D U ~  FORCES KN AG~CULTWE~& 
I. TAE PROCESS OF SEPARATION OF AGRTCUL- 
PRQDUCTlOH FROY IAMDOWNEMTP 
Agridture would develop more rapidly also maer 
capitalism if private ownership in iand were, abolished. 
That neither capitakt agriculture nor agdcuItud 
d production dqxx~ds upon the necessity of omrtrt- 
SHIP of the land is proved by the fact of the 
extension of Ieaseholds. The sepamtim of land- 
m d p  from agricultural production h d s  its - 
~ i n t h e f o r m o f ~ d s :  
" It is one of the great outcomes of the c z ~ p i t a l i d d d  
productha that it . . . totally mpmW land .4'. ah
htmmmt d P p o d d o n  fn>m m y  in land and land- 
owners, far whc#n it represents merely a && tribute of 
money, which he c0Ilects by force of his m0~0p1y." (?dm~, Vd E, pp. 723-4, Amerim edition.) 
This process of separation of the farmer from the 
ownership of land proceeds m h o u t  the history of 
capitalism. 
The separation of landmmbip from @dtural 
capital does not only manifest itself in +he form of the 
development of leasehold relations. The development of 
land mortgage is fundamentally of a similar nature, 
Although the farmer who owes mmey to the bank 
formally cultivates his own spil, the bank is the 
real landowner which receives rent in the form of 
interest, which is mortgaged. 
" The pawning of land is the pawning or sale of ground- 
rent. Co umtly, nnder the mortgage system as under 
the l d z s y s t e m ,  the wt receivers, ie. the landomwas, 
are separated from the receivers of enterprise Pt, i.e. 
the famm or the agricultural em lo em.' (Lenin, 
g #  Capitalism in ~gr id tnre ,"  CO~W d l  m s, VOI. ix, p. 7.) 
Germany belongs to the group of countries in which 
.the process of separation of the farmers from the soil 
does not proceed so much in the form of the errteasion 
of leaseh01d relations as in the  form of an increase in 
mortgage debts. Only 47'3 per cent. of all agricultural 
* 
enterprim have cultivated their own soil in 1925 
(in r8& this Qgm was 56-3 per cent.), while 33'3 p r  
cmt. cultivated partly their own and partly leased land 
and xg.4 cultivated exclusively leased land (in 1882 
this figure was 14.a per cent.). The leasehold farms 
included, however, many small ones, so that only 
rz *4 per mt . of the entire land under cultivation was 
leased. 
Before the World Wax, Helfferich estimated the total 
price of all the land under cultivation in G-y at 
4 milliard marks, The mortgage debts of the farmers 
probably amwnted to  more than half of this sum. 
Mhticm has ktroyed the greatest part of the mort- 
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gage debta, but with the beginning of sbb&dmlW 
impemus gmdl  of martgages agah set.4ll. m 
economic institute estimated in the middle of r 
tstd debts of the h e r s  at mm&Q m ra: 
math, on which approximately 8 $ wvtmd 
pay rent to the Iandmers. Others, again, me i d d  
formal landomem, bat the thsd actually be.lmg8 n& Q 
t h e m a B t h q a r e f d t o t r s n s f e r t h e r i g h t t 0 ~  
mt on their piece d land to  the mortgage banla. 
TheezamphoftheUnited S t a a  where mortgage debt 
on fams mmts to $xa,aq m. while farming income 
fell from $xx,ooo to $5,000 between rgzg and rg32 slams 
how fmners me h a n u  over wholesale to bankem a d  
the rnonopoks. In Britain, four of the Big Five Baks 
have formed a mortgage oompaay for agrid- 
The separation of landawrrership from capital. is a 
d t i a n p r e d e n t f o r  d e v e h p e d c a ~ r e I a ~ i n  
agridtm. Private o w n d i p  in land is by M meam* 
h m a ,  a a j  el-t of the cupitaljst mode of 
production. 
1 1 4  
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hwppds dam of eapit8l." (MarK, T b # o k  Df S*h- 
V h ,  Vol. ii, Part i8 p. 208, German edition.) 
2. l%E IMPOSSIBILITY OF LAND NATIONWSATION UNDER 
CAPITALISM 
The capitalist mode of production could permit the 
nationaktion of land without any dif5calty. 
" Theomtidy, nationalbtion appears to be an ideal 
pure development of capitalism in agriculture. The question 
as to whether such relaths of foms which make @ble 
the nationahtion of the tand in capitalist society, are 
often conoeivable in histay, is quite a different matter." 
(Lenin, The A$rm'an P r o g r a w  of S o c h i - D e m w q  k 
i h  Rw& R e w U h ,  19057.) 
A whde number of BOURGBOI:~ theoreticians have 
dedared in favour of land nationalisation. It was these, 
whom Manr had in view in the passage quoted above, 
ia which be spoke of the radical bourgeois who has 
theoretically arrived at the rejection of private 
in land 
" In practice, however, the courqe is lacking, as an 
attack on one form of ropm3y-a form of private property 
in the c~nditim of la %, UT-may W m e  a serious matter 
f~ the others. Besides this, the bourgeoisie has itself 
become territorial." (Marx, T M  of Sur$kcs-Vak, 
VoL ii, Part i, p. 208.) 
The causes are clearly shown here why the bar- 
geoisie is opposing the nationahation of the b d .  In 
the beginning of the ca 'talist era the fght against 
Feudalism was the main g nt for the bourgeoisie. The 
bowgeoisie was at that time a progmsive dement in 
miety and, as such, was usually supported by the 
pdetarkt, m its Qht against Feudalism. But with the 
development of capitalkt pduction and the capitalist 
contradidions there gnw ap the chief stnlggle btwm 
the capitalist class and the proletarht. In this stmggle, 
capihbts in Wee with the landlords come 
fwward as reactionary forces against the proIetarht 
and lower middle classes. 
DZSTRIBUTION OF SUEFLXS P&UE q&b ,- 
Here we have one of the mtmdictim~~ in modem 
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r' f m ~ v i n e e d ,  howaver, for a long time that the s d d  
~RIIU~ must miously begin b m  the ground, i.e. a 
~ u t h  in ~dowmrship." (Manc, L&s to K q c h a m ,  
p. 4, Geman edith.) 
Leain took quite the same view on the nationalisation 
of the land: 
" The blow which will be struck at landed property will 
faditate the inevitable W e r  blows at propwtft in 
" Marx on the Am- Black Re- rz::. i%C& Fwh, W. iX. p. &.) 
The experiences of the proIetarim revolution in 
Rmia have entirely confmned the trnth of these 
propositions. The abolition of private propwty in land 
was one of the first memues of the revolutionary 
proletariat after it seized state power. The peasant 
masses supported t h e  measures since they received 
simultaneously both the land and stock of the big land- 
owners. Later on, the transition of the small peasants 
t o  collectivisation was made easier by the a M o n  of 
private property in land. In a speech which St& made 
towards the md of xgzg he analysed the causes which 
lay at the bottom of the success of the first wave of maso 
mllectivisation, and concluded as follows : 
" What has in reality tied, and continues to tie, the small 
pasant of Western Europe to bis small commodity pro- 
ducing farm ? Above all and mainly the fact that he m 
his piece of ground, the fact of the private ownership of 
land. He has saved for years in order to buy a piece of 
land ; he has bought it, and now, compreh=bl J eflough, 
he does not want to part from it ; he will endure an*, 
suffer the greatest deprivations, live like a savage, only in 
order to retain his piece of land, the basis of his individual 
farm. Can it be maintained that this factor now operates 
in this form under the conditions created by the  Soviet 
system ? No, this annot be maintained. It cannot be main- 
tained becaw in our country then is no private owner- 
ship of land. And since there is no private ownership of 
Land in this country, for this very reason there is no such 
slavish attachment of the peasant to the land as may be 
observed in the peasants of the West. And this fact is 
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boand to facilitate the swi- of the mall peasant farm 
on to the tmcb of the &tive kmhg.  
I. In what fomm does tbe w t k m  
from the pdva*  own^ of land 
2. Why cannot apitalisrn bring 
(A) WElhT THE SQCIAL DEMOCRATS AMP ]PA%BTS 
PROMISED TfIE S W  PEAS&NTRY AND , AGW- 
CULrUaAL WORKERS. WHdT THE C O ~ X S ~  
O r n R  THEM 
The political rule of the n u m d y  d apitdid 
crsLss is possible at the present time only as long as thq 
are supporked by the masses of the petty bourgeoisie. 
In thig the farmers and even the agmdtud  l a b o m  
play a big role. In Britain, for instance, the aixang+ 
m a t  of Parliamentary divisions is made to give the 
" Diehard " elements, based on the " County '* diui- 
sions, a ~~t weight in the " Democracy." Fa 
this reason dl the bourgeois @tical parties (incldhg 
the fascists and ~ - ~ )  emMy m their pnb . 
grmmm a mass of promim and "demand;s" *hi& 
are supposed to improve the conditions of tbe BKLW~ 
m t s  and farmers and, in the aountria like &Wn, 
whm the bulk of the d population rn p k W h ,  
agricnlm labourers. 
" Demands '" for f>roades educatid cmtms Ml at 
" Stab mtml of Producticm and Didri'b~ftiw of the 
@cultmil means of production " is an iUdm when 
@ Stsrte operates in the interests of the big Iandlords 
W caphlists, the big merchanting countries. Credit 
@pals, when they are not just a mockery because the 
p-t or small farmer is just laughed at by the bank, 
am4 sagain, a means of securing the rent for tfie landlord 
and interest for the mortgagor. The various schemes 
Bor restricting production and so raising prices, which 
have b e a  put f w d  by the United States Govern- 
ment, also work in favour primarily of the interests of 
the +tors and secondly of the big farmers. 
The British " National " Government has also been 
puw into operation " quota " policies and tariffs. 
Again, thee policies have worked in the interests of 
the big merchanting trusts and done practically nathing 
even for the bii farmer. The small farmers have 
steadily drifted into bankruptcy. Even the agricultural 
comqondent of The Times has been forced to  admit 
the spirit of revolt at the h o p e l m  of the schemes. 
The Beaverbrook press bas been campaigning for even 
higher tar& and quotas, but these would only have the 
effect of raking prices for the workers in the townsand 
bene5ting the larger farmers zpd landlords. 
To catch the vote of the small farmers and agrhl- 
turd labourers the British Labonr Party has put for- 
ward its own version of the Government policy f Land 
is to be nationalised, but as compensation is to be paid, 
and the owners to be paid, " special Iand stock of 
appropriate amounts with a fixed rate of interest " 
(and " in no sense " increase the deadweight &bt of 
the State), the h d  worker would be left as he is. In 
the " nationahtion " propaganda efforts are made to 
place the landowner as the memy of other capitalists- 
but not of the working class. In oar previous Lessons 
we have exposed this line of argament. Actually, under 
the conditions r@@g in Britain on the land, many 
SemicefEete feudal landlords would better thmsdves 
by the adoption of this propod to sup* private 
pmpdy and monopoly in land by the capitalist State. 
' Thd Laud wnd tha hl&t Pkrtmiq o j  &&dhW4. 
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The State would cohct their mt ont ta them 
interest) in a more ~ e 3 1 h k e d  and &emC manner. 
T W  proPogal is d o d d  with ntmhm of &her 
&ems which actually leave the worker m the same 
pi t ion  as a pml* Thus the ~ d ~ i n d u s t r p  
la to be run by " County A g r i d t w l  Committees9 
. x r t e d  by the mlishy of Agridltw, 
" m e m h  appointed by the Minister on mitable 
Such a proposal is State control in &. If iS 
pleasant to know that " it shwld be a primary aim to 
raise the standard of life and status of the fam 
labourer" but--he is still to be a proletarian, even I 
nineteenth century : 
Marx's words are coming true before our very e p .  
1 On November 7th. 1917, the proletariat of Russlrm 
captured the power and already on November 8th, on 
Lain's motion, the Congress of Soviets adopted the 
historical land decree. Its first points read as follows : 
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~ ~ ' ~ ~ a n d m a c h i n e r g , b a i l d h g s a n d ~  
- pperty are placed under control of the rural 
' - . &WA laad committees and County Soviets of 
peasant *ties." 
''hbquentIy a small part of these estates were con- 
verted into State farms but the greater part was turned 
over to the peasantry. This appears from the following 
data on the distribution of the agricultuml lands in 
7- (according to  the materials of People's 
Comrmssariat of Agriculture)). 
*e ths Reflution 1919 
C a m  of Wmma U m  Russia W i n e  Category of 
tand Land 
h&td,Stats 23.7 44-6 a m 7  3.2 Shtefarms 
and other 
Since the -try received not only land but also 
cattle and implements as well as freedom from mort- 
gages it was able m n  after the end of the civil war to 
begin to cultivate its newly acquired land. This appears 
from the following table. 
Grain Pioducrion in the U.S.S.R. ( W o n  double centxiere) 
Before the War 192617 
Laodhaa ... .a. I00 
R i c h v t s  ... 310 100 
SmaIl and Middla &is 4x0 
Coltectiva and State Farms - 665 15 
- - 
Tohl ... ... 8m 
- 
780 
- 
Here the ndlions of small and middle p.easants really 
got some substantid i m p m e n t .  But under capital- 
ism nothing Iike it is possible at present. No matter 
who controls the power, wheth~  the f d t s  or the 
~ - ~ t s ,  the peasant masses atiIl not get any land, 
cattle or machines, nor will they gain M o m  from their 
-. F e y  wiU receive from them all sorts of 
pxomises but m d t y  they will be heavily taxed for 
the cwstruction of cnrisers and subsidies for the 
s q d ,  they will have their debts increased under 
&om conditions, etc. 
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- Engels gave a very clear indication of the tads of the 
proletariat after apt* the power with regard to the 
small peasantry : 
" Our task wi th  regard to  the small peasants consists 
primarily of kadorming their private poductim and 
private propxty into cooperative, though not by force but 
by example and by ofIerlng swial aid for this object.': (The P m d  Qmkon.) 
This task has been st@ y W e d  under the leach4 
ship of the Communist Party in the U.S.S.R. 
8. COLLECTIVISATION IN TEE U.S.S.R. 
farm machinery. Agricultural machinery was 
to the value of 55 million roubles (19- 
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are beiag put at the disposal of Soviet agriculture in 
gmat nantities. In 1933, at least 60,ooo tractors will 
u d .  fn 1932 there were a& machine tractor bIno% 
stations. By 1933 the number of machine tractor 
shtioIls d l  have risen to 2,768, supplying some 60 per 
wnt. of the kokhozy with the most modern agricultural 
machinery. In 1928 mechanical motive, power in 
agriculture only constituted about 1.6 of the total 
motive power used. In 1932 the proportion had risen 
to 13.7 per cent. During the kst Five-Year Plan 
(accomplished in four and a quater years) the machinery 
used in agriculture more than doubled. 
Thus was created the basis for the reorganisation of 
the whole of agriculture. Un the other hand, the growth 
of industry and of the cities made woqmhtion more 
and more necessary since the scattered 4 peasant 
economy was unable fully to meet the growing demand 
of the cities for farm products. 
In 1928, there began, to be created in the U.S.S.R. 
big State grain farms on the h d s  not held by the 
peasantry. In 1930, the State grain farms =wed 1,750 
t h o m d  hectares and hamsted about 12 million 
double centners of grain. In 1931, they sowed about $ 
million hectares. Thw State farms are fully rnechmkd 
big enterprhs (averagiag 4,000 hec-, while some 
of them have zoo,ooo and more h-). 
The creation of these farms completel overthrows the 
bourgeois theories about the mpro i tability of big 
entaprks in agriculture, The, big size of the State 
farms enabled them to empfoy the most productive 
d e s  and utitise them in full. In Germany, whae 
fm-jifth of the entire agricultural area is held by 
farmers possessing ks than xoo hectares each, the 
scientists urged the mpofittability of tractors. Even in, 
the United States only onefifth of the farmers have 
tractors, but there the tractors work only Boo hours per 
year. In the U.S.S.R the tractors work in coIumns of 
several doeens each and work on an average more than 
2,500 horn per year. The U.S.S,R,, thanks to the 
rational employmeat of its tractors, obtained more work 
out of them than the United States out of its rntire 
r 
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amount of b w b m  The srune a p p b  alk &ev&ar ' 
farm machin-. The big she of tha famu, thee&ma@ - 
empbpmt and full ndbdon d the best mmhhcq, 
the e n t h u s h n o f t h e w o r k e a s ~ o f ~ ~  
- t w w = d w - k w -  
cm&m&mn the abolitim of @ate prqwty i had, I< 
of the m w  debts, etc., dl this ensrrres a 
increase of the productivity of labour and a r d d w  of 
* & d pductiaa* 
This is not u n ~ d  lor, to k more mn ddi- 
h t d y  tgnored) by all those who shout about Smkt 
dampw, about the U.S.S.R. iselling gmin beIow &. 
T h  Hces which are mwtsbie to the ~t who 
p l m g h s ~ h  ofgtorohectambyacowandwhok 
m addition oppmstd by taxes and payments to the 
~ , t h e 3 e ~ ~ n o t O n l ~ ~ ~ t h e ~ o f  
the big State farms of the U.S,S.R. bat also bring them 
a ~ t w h i c h i s u s e d f o r t h e f n r t h e r ~ o m o f  
B pmduction and an iqmyemmt of the 
workersn mditims. 
T h i s ~ ~ e n c e i s n o w b e i n g a p p i i e d t o t h e  
other fields of @culture as well, porimarily to cadtle 
bmdhg, Hexen too, are being mated great State 
e n ~ , ~ i n ~ c e w i t h t h e l a s t w o r d  
4 s c i w  and technique. At the end of the FiwYear 
Plan h wure on the large Soviet ranches a - x miUion 
h e a d o f ~ t t k n x ~ p @ a n d 4 - 3 ~ s h e e p m d  
(b) Co&d&sM 
n e  consowa- of the Soviee in*, pda. .  
hr1y of the agridtaml machhay indmhy, and the 
mation of a system of highly pductiw, State b, 
m t e d  the conditions (&stance and example) which 
E n g e l s ~ n ~ i o m d e r t h a t t l z e s n r a U  
~ c o u l d b e f l 8 d a l o n g t h e d o f ~ t i m .  
W d y  in x@ the Fifteenth Cmgms of the b 
m d s t  Party of the U.S.S.R p h t e d  ont Chat : 
" A t t l a e ~ @ o d t h e t a s k o f I m i t h g ~ ~  
i n g t h e ~ i u d i v i d u d ~ t ~ ~ h g ~  
l&bs must be cambred as thu+fmbm&d trrstr'd 
the Psrtgr in the village." , . a <  
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How this fmdamental W was dved by the P e  
appears fmm the following : 
- - 
1928 w 3 3  
M ~ m k o f  M?&~w hvms 33am 0- ~,~ 
~ a m ~  of peaaant hondo& A: 
wvhd ... 420,- Is,-,- 
h under crlti;& I;; kolj;: 
hazy @- r,3go,ooo N.mbs of .os&j..( -.;4 9,-,- 
a d  i n d w ~  planb'I"". . . . .  3 . 1 ~  5,- 
Area d e r  cultivation by sovkhozy 
(h&?reS)... ... 1,700,~)~ r3*4ooam 
Ao- cf total atrra c;;itiYB&i 
by lrolkhoxy and mvmgr (per 
cant.) ... 2.7 nearly 80 
Tr&dOm in use by-kdut'dly i d '  
sovkhoq (n.p.1 ... ... 278.- a.xn,ooo 
Area l i n k  i n d w W  ... - I5,000.400 
TOM area under cultivation (hec- 
-1 . . . . . .  113,ooo,c~n, ~gq,ooo,ooo 
~ - ~ e & n ( p & )  . . . . . .  p o , w , o w  1,+~.-,- 
-on of marketa& grab 
E rovided by kaIkhozy and ~ovk- 6zy (per cent.) . . . . . . . . .  I 0  75 
On the collective farms in 1932 there were 5.5 million 
head of cattle, 2.6 million pigs and 5.6 sheep and 
goats. This is in addition to the numbers on the State 
ranches. 
The social-fascist theoreticians are by all means 
striving to discredit this rapid process of the socialisa- 
tion of agriculture. 
Xautsky predicts an inevitable collapse of collectivi- 
sation by the fdowing arguments : 
"Under the conditions of modern Russia large-scale 
production in agriculture is less ratidnal than small-scale 
production. The shortage of machimy, of qerienced 
agricultural w, of e x p e r i d  indqmdmtly thinkinp. 
and acting farm la.hmrs must greatly restrict h g e - s d e  
prduetion." 
Trotsky repeats the same uguments under cover of 
more " left " phrases and tugm the abandonment to 
ca.piWt exploitation of 75 per cent. of the erdsEiag 
cdective farms. (Kolkhozy.) 
Let us a n a l p  these qmnw1ts ha the order in which 
they are given. 
We have just seen what an enormots mount  of 
agridtuml nmcbery is b w. It. is not od y a matter 
of guastiq either but also fn t h ~ g  . 7 
which they are put, in oollabo . 
and h i Q r  &tiang, tbat the m-'l'- 
fatms campletely wwthmws Trows absltrd daim 
that : 
" Y u u e a n n o t c r e a t e a l a r g ~ ~ t a r e o a t d t h b  
~ t i v e ~ t p l w g h s a n d p e a s a n t ~ s d e s a n  ra~n?t$an' 
yon ean create a s-p out of a a* a d ) k m m e n d .  
m-boats*" 
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(rtd-m&dy by the population) with a ck&- 
tim exeabg 2 million, in addition to 500 l d  newa 
papens which are printed by a simpEd methcd, and 
about I ~ W  State and collective farm papem with a 
cimhtion a h  approximating z million. This entire 
of mwqapers is not d y  read by the village 
workers but is a h  written by them. Is there anything 
of this ldnd in any capitalist country ? 
Owing to the mare rational organisation of hbour and 
the employment of better means of production, the 
productivity of the collective farms is already bher  
than that of the individual peasants farms. In rg301 the 
average amount of land m by m e  peasant h m  
holder was : 
InlLbaillIn mmna-fnNodh- A 
Gr$n m y p i n  m e  f m u y ~ .  
=wm w01= 
heetmw - hectare9 hecbea 
CbneetIw Patmn ... 7.7 4.6 2-8 5 ' 2  
K n d i v i d d m  6.7 2.g 2.2 2.7 
Owing to the superior cultivation af the land the 
crops in ihe dect ive  farms were also h@r  (for 
instance, collective farms harvested g r double cent- 
ners of rye per hectare compared with 8.4 centners 
in the case of individual peasants, wintm wheat 10.6 
and 9.6 -hersP -tively, etc.). 
NO wonder seeing such d t s  the peasants ;ash into 
the cdectives, The statement of Kautd#s that it is 
possible to farce over rS d o n  peasant households 
into collectives is-apart horn its mtive4aughabIe. 
What else the peasnts have gained was shown by 
Stalin (Resuk of tk8 Fi~s i  F iwYm Ph. Modam 
Book, Workers' Libmy Pabkhers)). 
Before the October Revolution, he a d ,  the poor 
stratum of peasants, who Iived in a state of semi- 
stamationand of bondage to thekulaks, was60 per 
cent. of the totaI peasant population. In 1928, even, it 
was 30 per cmt. 
" Now what has the FiwYear Plan in foar years g i m  
to the par P"" * .  t s a n d t o i h e l o w e r ~ o f t h e m i d d Z e  w t a ?  thas ' JddfmtnabtrrlthekulaImaa 
a~andhaslihratedthepowpmants,aada$oodbatf 
A h d p  in xgrg the W t h  Cmgm~ of the C.F,S,U. 
decidedona~motionby~: 
mile ~ p d i v e s ,  indud& 
~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ -  
W e s d t h e S o v l e t ~ ~ t n ~ e m  thehstupm 
* i a ~ c r e a t l ~ x l o f s a d h ~ .  b m - o p m  
a ~ e  of value which are oqgmkd 4 the p s m C  
~ 0 n t b e i r f m e S n i t i a ~ ~ ~ ' t l i e a d ~  
R* a*.] Td are tested by thRm ia psdke.'' (I;&{%, Vo lFyir 
T t m e - b w b e e r r ~ a g ~ ' i n  
mat- T h e ~ ~ . t h ~ d t h e  C.P,S. . e m p b h d  that : "" I # I  
~ f q m s c m b e b t r i l t d y a n a ~ b m k  
E v q ~ p t t o ~ o y f o m i o r ~ W v ~ ~  
w i & ~ t o * p o m a a d ~ ~ h ~ t o m a Z P %  
t b R I I L * O i n ~ m ~ t t r ~ o ~ ~ d ~  
p r t y l i n e m d p n . h * o f - ~ ~  
m % f Q W t M a ~ d & e ~ d i ~  
the U.S.$W. ham: provided m q ~ t b 6 M e  paPnf Yk the 
fact that when the State power is t a b  over by:* 
, t h e t d i n g p a a n t r y m e h c e d w i t h ~  
~ o f a c a a o m i c ~ a l o n g ~ ~ a i  
deckhiation, of the- m-qemtie opmtbn d 
fBma 
r .  
W m d ~ W 3 ~  the d 
- *-~,reJ 
takethesideof 
w a ~ . w e d u e t O  
, * L  .,..,. . : Etconomy. ,,V&tbe~pi~~d@&&, *w 
' I , 1 '-., 
htpasantoccdtsmanisdividedwithinhismind. Asan 
omer of f8e mans of production he is a capitalistI as a 
wor$wheishisownwageworker. H e p a y s h m d m p  
as a capitalist and makes profit on hs capital, that is, 
oits himself. 
el? . . It may similarly ha pen that he as a landowner 
'will pay himself also a thmfpart (of the rent)." (Marx, 
Tkum'es, etk., Part i, R d a n  edition.) 
*' Tie very position of the d cultintors in modem 
society inevitably converts them into pett bourgeois. i: They eternalty waver between the wage wor em and the 
capitalists. The majofity of the peasants live in dire need 
and became ruined, developing into proletarians, while the 
minority goes after the capiwsts and help to maintain 
the sub'ection of the mass of the village population to 
them. &?refoerefore, in all thecapitalist countries thepasantry 
in its mass still keeps aloof from the s o d k t  movements of 
the workers, and supports the merent feacti- and 
bourgeois @es, Only the independent organhation of 
the wage workers waging a consistent class s 
capable of wresting them out of the Muence of the 
geoisie and exphhhg to them the total hopelamess of the 
sitmtiw of the small p r o d m  in captaht sdety." 
( L h ,  Vol. xii, Part i, Russian edition.) 
But life itself helps to open the eyes of the peasants 
more and more. In 1847 Engels mote : 
" A time wiU come when the im- section of the 
~ t r y ~ l i f a b I o o d w B a v l e ~ s a c k e d o a t o f t h e t n ,  
- w h i c h w i t l b y ~ t l m e h a v %  
er will procIaim a 
mt ugm the lmqmhde.1' (Mux, d v, R u d m  edidon.) 
~ t i m e ~ ~ y u n n e m R a d a a n d i s c o ~  
in the other 
CONTROL QUESTIONS 
r. W h  b t h e ~ ~ t l v W t i w o f t h e d a n d d ~ ~ t s  
r t%. ~ps.Wt mmhiar impdbl* ? 
2. W h  did the &tivisation of apktdhre in .t.h Soviet U&n 
d& thc b t  j- the ek ~ e v ~ l u - n  p r o d  -1 J 
andiarwxntyeara,veryrapidy? 
1 On ths whoh of this qu- in& m a k i d  for the stu+&t 
wiUbfwndinL~nislrr,VdiandVd.ii~~S~(Irr~~ 
~ ~ , M o d a m B o o k s .  SebalaDstabn: R ~ o f t h # F w d  
WlibYaw Pias and T h  4 mb O the Rurd M M  (Modem Bmb~ 
and Workem' LiW Pubhhers). ALSO From Pa&& to Cd&'w 
F- by Bachwdd and -, R6d V ~ A F  by Y.A. ~~~ and 
Fy&m ih# Firsf k #$ S d  Fsva Year P h :  a qm+sfwn pnQ5- 
nathal Pnbliahm and Martin Lawrence). 
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